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Keep It Simple Stupid
Remarks: “Stupid” may be interpreted as an adjective or a noun.Compare the two variants “keep it
simple and stupid” vs. “keep it simple, stupid!”. Despite all these alternative names the general
idea of the KISS principle is always the same.
Keep It Simple Stupid (KISS) [Principles Wiki]
KISS, an acronym for "keep it simple, stupid", is a design principle noted by the U.S. Navy in 1960.
The KISS principle states that most systems work best if they are kept simple rather than made
complicated; therefore, simplicity should be a key goal in design, and unnecessary complexity
should be avoided.The phrase has been associated with aircraft engineer Kelly Johnson.
KISS principle - Wikipedia
The Swensen 6 asset class portfolio performance has been on par with a balanced fund return over
the past 8 years. Based on the goals of the portfolio - the strategy has been a success.
Ivy Portfolio Strategy: Keep It Simple, Stupid | Seeking Alpha
For Luther, the answer was simple: by grasping through faith the promise of Christ as offered in his
Word and sacraments. Thus, the calling of the ministry was shaped in a most profound way by the
fact that it was these tools that need to be used; and individual Christians lives were shaped in a
similarly significant way by the fact that it is these things to which we must pay attention.
Keep It Simple Stupid: Martin Luther on the Christian Life ...
Keep it simple, Stupid (KISS), er et amerikansk/engelsk talemåde og betyder direkte oversat: "Hold
det simpelt, Dumme!". Pointen med talemåden er, at man ikke skal gøre ting/styresystemer ekstra
komplicerede med vilje, men blot få dem til at fungere hensigtsmæssigt med færrest mulige
teknikker.
Keep it simple Stupid - Wikipedia, den frie encyklopædi
Keep It Simple Sayings and Quotes. Below you will find our collection of inspirational, wise, and
humorous old keep it simple quotes, keep it simple sayings, and keep it simple proverbs, collected
over the years from a variety of sources.
Keep It Simple Sayings and Quotes - Wise Old Sayings
Choose the Right Synonym for stupid. Adjective. stupid, dull, dense, crass, dumb mean lacking in
power to absorb ideas or impressions. stupid implies a slow-witted or dazed state of mind that may
be either congenital or temporary. stupid students just keeping the seats warm stupid with drink
dull suggests a slow or sluggish mind such as results from disease, depression, or shock.
Stupid | Definition of Stupid by Merriam-Webster
Keep it simple, stupid (en français, mot à mot : « garde ça simple, idiot », dans le sens de « ne
complique pas les choses »), ou principe KISS, est une ligne directrice de conception qui préconise
la simplicité dans la conception et que toute complexité non indispensable devrait être évitée dans
toute la mesure du possible.Ce principe est appliqué dans un grand nombre de ...
Principe KISS — Wikipédia
Bored? Launch Terminal and get ready for some completely stupid tricks to keep yourself
entertained. You’ll be listening to Horse Ebooks blab away, watching Star Wars in ASCII, playing
retro games, toasting your CPU cores with a repetitive phrase, and even talking to a virtual
psychotherapist. The ...
5 Stupid Terminal Tricks to Keep You Entertained - OS X Daily
Das KISS-Prinzip (englisch Keep it simple, stupid) fordert, zu einem Problem eine möglichst einfache
Lösung anzustreben.. In seiner Grundaussage ähnelt das KISS-Prinzip stark der Aussage von
Ockhams Rasiermesser: Wenn es mehrere Erklärungen für einen bestimmten Sachverhalt gibt,
dann ist diejenige Erklärung zu bevorzugen, die am einfachsten ist, also mit den wenigsten
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Annahmen und ...
KISS-Prinzip – Wikipedia
abbreviations save time. Many of the email abbreviations have made their way to text messaging
and instant messaging, as well as with abbreviations making the transition in the other direction.
That makes sense because you are oftentimes limited on the number of characters you can text at
one time.
Email Abbreviations
"Keep It Simple, Stupid." A term which simply indicates that the simplest solution or path should be
taken in a situation. This principle can be applied to any scenario, including many business
activities, such as planning, management, and development.
What is KISS principle? definition and meaning ...
My name is Mike Deathe and I am the owner and trainer here at Kiss Dog Training. We offer
positive, scientific and motivational dog training techniques that focus on you, the owner, being
able to fix the problems between you and Fido.Watch our video examples of what we are all about!
We offer both private instruction as well as group sessions.
Kansas City Dog Training - K.I.S.S. Dog Training
Look up KISS, Kiss, or kiss in Wiktionary, the free dictionary.: A kiss is a touch with the lips, usually
to express love or affection, or as part of a greeting.. Kiss, Kisses, KISS, or K.I.S.S. may also refer to:
Kiss (disambiguation) - Wikipedia
The United States Presidential line of succession is the order in which government officials replace
the United States President if the president leaves office before an elected successor is
inaugurated.If the President dies, resigns, or is removed from office, the Vice President becomes
President for the rest of the term. If the Vice President is unable to serve, the next person in the line
...
U.S. Presidential line of succession - Simple English ...
IT'S THE STORY, STUPID DON'T LET PRESENTATION SOFTWARE KEEP YOU FROM GETTING YOUR
STORY ACROSS. By Doc Searls August 16, 1998 . Companies hold meetings because they cannot
actually masturbate.
The Problem With Presentations - Searls.com
KISS is een Engels acroniem, al is de precieze betekenis niet altijd onomstreden.Vijf bekende
versies zijn: Keep it simple, stupid; Keep it short and simple; Keep it simple & straightforward; Keep
it smart & simple; Keep it safe & simple.
KISS-principe - Wikipedia
Today, business is about data. Databases and the data they store are arguably the most valuable
assets in any given enterprise. So it is critical that IT staff help protect the business’ best interest by
uncovering any security holes that may exist and rectify them quickly.
Kiss FFT download | SourceForge.net
Simple comes from the Latin word for single (simplus).Simple things are often solo, like a simple
dress or directions with one step. A teacher might advise you to KISS (Keep It Simple, Stupid).
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